Storied textiles in timeless silhouettes.
Timeless

About
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Olivine is a New York-based brand for leaders and innovators. We believe
that women can be both professional and creative, and should not have to
sacriﬁce one for the other. Founded in 2019, Olivine reweaves the story of
historic and antique textiles through new garments and timeless silhouettes.
Once a woman’s at-home hobby, the sentimentality of handmade quilts and
fabrics is rewritten through a modern standard of accomplishment and
triumph in the workplace.
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Marketing Strategy

Sustainability
Let’s be honest; the most sustainable fashion collection to launch right now is none. There are
plenty of clothes (in all styles) in existence that we never need to buy brand new again. The
overwhelming amount of textile waste inundating the earth is a problem that needs solving before we
produce any new garments. This is why it’s imperative we ﬁnd solutions to this crisis through textile
recycling. At second-hand stores, ﬂea markets, and antique shops, there is an abundance of remnant
fabric and sewing notions. Most of which have never been used, and are in perfectly good condition
for building into a circular and effective brand. That brand is Olivine; inspired by the stories woven in
ourselves and our clothes.

Target Market
Demographic The Olivine shopper chooses to stand out among navy suits and simple cardigans in
her corporate position. She is between 26 and 86 years old, but acts without regard to these biological
numbers as she feels ageless. She makes between $60,000 and $200,000 a year, and chooses to invest
her hard-earned income in unique, high-quality fashion.

The line is stylistically timeless because it is inspired by silhouettes of the 1950s and 1960s. The
shapes have existed before, and will exist again. In fashion, trends are circular and while many
extreme styles come and go, a cleanly tailored look is universally ﬂattering, always appropriate, and
endlessly chic.
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1 ✄ Brass Tacks Pant

2 ✄ Bandwidth Blouse

3 ✄ EOD Skirt

4 ✄ Follow Up Jacket

5 ✄ TLDR; Dress

Wide-leg high-rise pants. Made of
vintage wools, silks, heavy woven
cotton, and polyesters. Available in
sizes 2-32. Depending on fabric,
priced $380-820

Short sleeve blouse with ﬁtted
waist and gathered crew neckline.
Made of vintage cotton poplins and
silks. Available in sizes 2-32.
Depending on fabric, priced
$130-290

A-line above-the-knee skirt. Made
of heavy vintage wools, denims,
brocades, and jacquards. Available
in sizes 2-32. Depending on fabric,
priced $280-460

Collarless tailored jacket. Made of
vintage quilter’s cottons, wools,
polyesters, and ﬂax. Available in
sizes 2-32. Depending on fabric,
priced $520-990

Draped wrap dress in midi length
with belt and utility pocket. Made
of vintage cotton broadcloth, silks,
wools, and rayons. Available in
sizes 2-32. Depending on fabric,
priced $450-850

Olivine aims to be an “Instagram brand” because it encourages spreading of our imagery and
pieces through social media (Mau, 2018). “...a strong Instagram presence is a crucial component to any
fashion brand that aspires to any signiﬁcant measure of success, and that inﬂuencer marketing has
become one of the most effective methods of building awareness and driving online sales,” (Mau,
2018). Empowered women who wear Olivine will be encouraged to share their successes while
wearing their unique pieces.
The change Olivine will promote is sustainability. “There's also the fact that feeding into this cycle
of styles being trendy and popular on Instagram for a blip doesn't really align with sustainability,”
(Mau, 2018). While most encourage posting 50 different looks from one brand each month, we’ll
encourage the re-wearing and reposting of the same garment.
We’ll be transparent and open about how and where we sources textiles, allowing that openness
to contribute to the brand. Leading our consumers by example: we’ll share every piece of our story, so
that buyers will share every piece of theirs in our pieces. “...the ability for brands to trace every step of
the value chain – how raw materials are sourced to how textiles are manufactured, shipped and
reused – will enable fashion companies to adopt more sustainable end-to-end retail models,”
(Lewittes, 2019).
Olivine is inﬂuencer-focused; since we are an “Instagram brand,” we want to promote where we
sell. We’ll be partnering with inﬂuencers who align with our values to market the garments. We’ll show
inﬂuencers who are successful online and in their ﬁeld wearing Olivine at the ofﬁce and incorporated
in street style.
Mau, Dhani. (2018) The Rise of ‘Instagram Brands’” How the Platform is Leveling the Fashion Playing Field. Fashionista. Retrieved from:
fashionista.com/2018/05/instagram-fashion-brands- business-model.
Lewittes, Elisa. (2019) How Fashion Brands Can Create A More Sustainable End-To-End Retail Economy. Fashionista. Retrieved from:
fashionista.com/2019/02/sustainable-fashion-brands-end- to-end-retail-economy.

Timeline

Psychographic Educated and empowered, she struggles to dress every day for an ofﬁce with a rigid
dress code. She aspires to look prepared and professional, but wants to do it in a way that is
conﬁdent, colorful, and cool. At work she is focused, off-the-clock she is free; she is the banker who
paints at night, and the lawyer who shops for vintage all weekend.

June 2020

July 2020

@TrashIsForTossers

Launch NYC street poster
campaign.

Begin inﬂuencer partnerships:
@CVazzana
@LCChan
@ItsMeKellieB
@EmilyVallely

Behavioristics As a hard-working and accomplished woman, she wants her money to go towards
products that align with her ideologies. She considers how and where her food, clothes, and beauty
products are made. She is equally committed to staying fashionably on-trend, and shops second
hand, sample sales, and sustainable brands to do so. Her purchases are thoughtful investment pieces.

Host brand shopping events in
Boston, New York, Seattle, San
Francisco, Austin, and Atlanta.

Branding photography & design

Due to the conservative yet versatile silhouettes, these garments can be worn in any ofﬁce
environment. One can imagine them most popular, however, in a creative business-casual ofﬁce. The
look and values of the line are important to the wearer through her workday because she needs to
transition from a sales meeting to a creative meeting, from a photo shoot to a client dinner.

BODE

RRL
Ralph Lauren

- New to market
- Men’s brand
- Trending now; unpredictable
future

+
+
+
+

-

Globally recognized brand
Unique & inspiring collections
Exact vintage reproductions
Offers accessories

Opportunity

Olivine

+ Expansion into women’s
vintage market
+ Demand for inclusive sizing
(Russo, 2019)
+ Growing interest in timeless
investment pieces

Non-inclusive sizing
Made in China
Male-focused
High price points

Threat
- Niche market, unique aesthetic
- Luxury price range
- Availability of vintage fabric
(Sidell, 2019)

Russo, Gianluca. (2019) Hunter McGrady: I Turned Down Over 30 Fashion Week Jobs That Weren’t Inclusive. Glamour. Retrieved
from https://www.glamour.com/story/hunter-mcgrady-turned-down-fashion-week-jobs-that-werent-inclusive.
Sidell, Misty White. (2019) Vintage Clothing Craze Creates Supply Shortages, Prices Soar. Women’s Wear Daily. Retrieved from:
https://wwd.com/fashion-news/fashion-features/vintage-clothing-craze-supply-shortages-price-increase-1203212163.

$8,000

12%

Social Marketing inﬂuencer fees

$25,000

37%

Experiential Marketing event, travel

$15,000

21%

$68,000

100%

Visual Merchandising: E-Commerce Website

Fabric Testing: AATCC Methods

+ 2018 CFDA Vogue Fashion Fund
Runner-Up
+ Uses vintage textiles
+ Produced in New York

30%

Total

Olivine is a vintage-inspired collection of timeless silhouettes in salvaged and remnant fabric. All
pieces can be easily mixed and matched in a convenient capsule wardrobe. Pieces will all be made in
US-based workshops by employees paid a healthy living wage. The competitive advantage of Olivine
is that it’s female- and professionally-focused, with inclusive sizing and advertising. Women shopping
in a similar market or for the same look have many options to shop in the men’s department but few
tailored to females and in an inclusive size range.

Weakness

$20,000

Print Advertising posters, application

Competitive Advantage

Strength

Launch print marketing, social
media marketing, and
experiential marketing ahead of
the September 2020 launch.

Budget

Work Environment

SWOT Analysis

August 2020

TM20-2013 Fiber Analysis: Qualitative

This test method describes the physical, chemical, and microscopical techniques for
identifying textile ﬁbers used commercially in the United States. This method will be beneﬁcial
in informing design of the old and deadstock textiles into appropriate garments.

TM202-2014 Relative Hand Value of Textiles: Instrumental

Evaluating hand will play a role in knowing if the garment needs to be lined. This method is for
the determination of a relative hand value using the mechanical properties measured on a
selected reference fabric and a comparable fabric.

TM015-TM 15 Colorfastness to Perspiration

This test analyzes the reaction of a fabric and it’s dye and/or print to perspiration. Because we
expect the wearer to be working hard and long in Olivine, testing colorfastness to perspiration
will ensure the garment can keep up with her.

TM86-2016 Drycleaning: Durability of Applied Designs and Finishes

This test method indicates the effect of repeated dry cleanings on the durability of
applied-design or ﬁnish on textiles and other materials. This test method is to be used for
evaluating the resistance of colors to spot and stain removal procedures used by the dry
cleaner. Will be useful in determining quality and durability of dyes and prints of vintage fabrics.

TM30-2017 Antifungal Activity Assessment on Textile Materials: Mildew
and Rot Resistance

The two purposes of this test method are to determine the susceptibility of the textile materials
to mildew and rot and to evaluate the efﬁcacy of fungicides on textile materials. It will be key in
assessing molecular and ﬁbrous damage as well as determining overall usability of fabrics.

Circular Supply Chain
FABRIC SOURCING The Olivine fabrics (and trims) are sourced through dealers and markets, all
pre-produced remnant or deadstock bolts of fabric. No raw materials are required in our garments.
GARMENT DESIGN Because the line is grounded in 5 simple silhouettes, fabric informs the garment
that it will become. Heavier fabrics become a skirt or jacket, while lighter vintage silks, cottons, and
rayons become a blouse or dress.
PRODUCTION During production, vintage and salvaged materials: buttons, thread, etc. are used.
Fabric scraps from cutting and sewing are saved for future repairs and patches. Because our materials
are preexisting, production doesn’t depend on the traditional fashion calendar. Garments are made
readily available.
RETAIL To reduce unnecessary travel and shipping, retail is only done online and through select
pop-up shops and trunk shows. We ship direct-to-consumer and only using ground transport, as air
shipping exponentially increases carbon footprint.
USE : WEAR The wearer is shopping Olivine because she cares about how her clothes affect the earth.
She is already living a conscious life and enhances that through her thoughtful dressing and shopping.
REPAIR OR REPLACE We offer repair on any worn garment, and will replace anything with irreversible
damage.
REDESIGN OR RESELL When a customer has worn out the garment, Olivine will take it back, redesign
with the fabric, or resell. As a courtesy to our customers, we will host second-hand swaps or resale
markets for the fanbase to thoughtfully exchange with one another.

